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              Qwa kkee wraveviwweewag ef Senwadi aRegeg ftke

                      ,,, Med,eeZ asfi Bgeeakwaiteew

                            By Ikuo IKEDA
                                  '                                          '
                            (Received Jan. 22, 1952.)

   '              '     ' }t'                                                     '
    Abstraet: ,The movement of sand ip the uniform field,of current is discussed

from the viewpoint of thg friction ketvv'Ecn sand grains and wat6r. [[her,efore.the,

absolute value of the velccity of .the.cyrrent is of importance for solving this pro-,

biem. But in.the non-uniform ±ield of currEnt it scgms that etrEss gradient, due to,

pressure plays an e,ssential role jn the movGment of Eand. puhe cxperjrpent$ were

carried out by using a small water, tank pnd rnodels of breakwaters. . , ,./ - ,

1-･ttn,'troduc'tion '. , ., ･･ ･..
    There are' many breal<waters having･ the shate' 'of I' -tyte. 'In' the 'SahdY

beach,' such a conStruction is likely to cause erosiop' at its base and sedimentatioh

of sand in the ncar placcs. In the river, as the istream is rtearly'unifofTn,'the'

movem6nt' 'of' sand at itS bottom depe'n'dS ori the velocity of 'stream, while ln' the

sea, the'stream along the breal<water is subjected to time and spacial variations of'

pressure. The formcr will ke reprEscntEd by wavcs and the latter by littoral Current'

or' tide at the corner or ends ･of the breal<water. In this･ article 'the effect of

Iittoralcurrentalongthebreakwateronlyis'discussed.', ' tt' ･'i-

' In such･･a non:uniform field of current, stress gradient due to the pressure

variatibn will'play an essehtial role in the movement of the sand. In the laminar

flow, the variation of pressure will cause variation of veiocity as following '

              t,/- ., ),.. ,
                   '  ,.,,.. , dP==-vdw.
                          '
EVen iri the 'turbulent flow it rnay be considered that dp is a fuuction of dv and

v:' Therefore the influence of velocity is connected directly to that of pressure

and the' one cannot'be separated from the other. The distributibn of velocity'is indi-

cated by the confornial icepresentation in the laminar flow. In the practical case,

if the distfibution of veloci-ty is known by any means, the distribution of pressure

can be estimated approximately. When the pressure gradient,is apProxjrnately

obtained; it inay be expected･to explain on what the form of contour lines depends.
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xx, AppaTatus anct wrethod

    In order to obtain an invariant flow wjth ,r,espect lto time and space a small

circulating water tank is prepared. The apparatus is shown in Fig. 1. The flow

                                             -is generated by a I6-blades whe61 30 cm in diatneter. The part where the flow

is uniform and steady is used as waterway for this experiment; in this part the

bottom of tank is covered uniformly with sand. The velocity of the flow is 14cm/

sec and 18,5 cm/sec. The depth of water is 6.0cm in case of the thick layer of

sand and 6.9cm in case of the thin layer of sand.

  . The models of breakwaters are made from transparent celluloid board, which

peirmits the .ta,king of photographs from siddw411. Two types of model are used;

the one has the shape'  of r -typ'e :' two rectangv. ]ar plateg are glued at one common

edge perpendicularly ito one 4nother. The niodel'is placed sg as to make the

comnidn edge starid verticaliy ahd to fix one' ,,of the 'plate at a right angle per-

peridl'cularly to the wall. The height is" 7cm, the length of the side parallel to the

wall 19cm, and the length of the' pefpendicular side 5cm, The other'modei is the

one shown i,n the preceding article by Prof. Y. IKEDA, placed in such a way

th,at, the. x-axis coincides with the wall and,the point from where the flow along

the curve has constant velocity is Iocated at (x == 1, y=!:-4).･ The height of the

M09e.i,ig,gng.g2M,,&g.S,gh.a,t.9,f, ,l.e,,llE2` bM,Oe8k"i.,Jbh,tographs of the p5th iines of'

the ,flow aRd movement of sand near the model vertically frorn above and'from

              ethesidethrough,thewindow･ofthetankwall.･.-.･' , '''
 ･ In ordet to obtain the path lines,'.powdet･of aluminium was suspended in the

water and the path lincs are photographEd. Spccially the solution of AgN03 in

    i･ ･,･,,, was into
ttf7 as

s

'itEv-h

ap,opm

o NiNX

'-i'tl'-"

Ktgl,1-il.T.rkr,l ili6o-'-Ii,ii::::r.,... /r,we

:r==:==;-"--'- lts7,eL,i'･･' ,-' ･
. Fig.1..$chematicdiagramofthe
  .,,,aPIParataUtSer'whee'1, ''

      z ,g:.kd,e.Xan.'?S{k. ,id,waN, '

',,, , e. gh..ei e/iieikd..tth,et is usedin thbse

A
ta

''f

'

NHPH poured･ the'waternear
 the corner of the model for investigation

of･the turbulent area caused by,the $eparaA

tion of the boundary layer.

    As the atmospheric pressure is con-

:sidered to be constant, the ,height of the

'free surface･, may vary in', accordance''with

 the' variation of, the velocity.･ Therefore

,the pressure distribution at the '･bottom ,is

 affected by this variation of height, A

,glas.s' ,plate was used to cover closely the

 surface of the･flow･so･tha.t the flow may,

                 '
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be treated two dimensionally. .Other conditions being kept to invariant the flows

having the free surface are photographed in order to compare with the "two dimen-

sion" case.

    In the course of experiment, the sand of the bottom may be disturbed and the

thickness of the sand lqyer can not be uniform. Consequently the condition of two

dimension cannot be held. Therefore a thinner layer of the sand may be desirdble.

Thus the experifnents are undertaken in two cases having thick or thin layer of

the sand.

    In most cases the phenomena were photographed three times; 2.5 min, 5 min. and

15 min. or O.5 min, 2.5 min. and 5 min. after the flow began. As the first stage

of the flow is considered to be of prime importance, the movie camera was used

each 1/20 sec.

XXX, wwxpeyimental meesuXts anct M.seussion

    The velocity of the flow'is considered to be largest at the corner of the r

-type breakwater. In actual case, however, the positjon where the velocity is

iargest, will remove downward of the flow owing to the friction of the breakwater

wall and to the existence of turbulent area. Consequently the result obtained from

the conforrnal representation may not s
be useful in stnct sense, but it may

supply useful suggestions for this

problem. In comparision with the

equi-velgcity line, the equi-gradient

lineofpressureappears+intheupper- -

ward of the flow. '
                                  '    If the path lines appearing in two

cases, where the surface ls covered

with glass and where it is left free,

are obviously different from one another,

any conclusion. Fortunately as is shown

path iines can scarcely recognized.

    As shown in Fig, 3, the sand ridge

indicates the

to act in the turbulent area, it may be

an essential role in the movement of

    Photographs of the movement of

cases: when the sand layers of the

surfaces of water are left frce and

1

'

                         Fig' 2Bsreg.XaMples of the boundary of turbulent

                               1 is the case of free surface, and 2 the case

                               of glass covered surface. The velocity of
                               f!ow is 18.5cmlsec..

                         the problem is ,too complicated to warrant

                          in Fig. 2B, a difference in the states of

                        observed from the window of the sidewall

proce$$ of sedimentatiQn of sand. If static pressure is alone considered

                       concluded that the pressure gradient plays

                     sand.

                       the sand are taken in the following four

                      bottom are thin and thick, and when the

                    covered with glass plate. They are sketched
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                    '

from the photographs and shown

is shown･ in Fig. 5.'- ;' .' '･ ･･･
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F,ig. 4. The contour lines of the m.ovement of the, sand.

    (A), In case, of free surface and thick,layer .gf, sfnd.,

 ･ ･･(B) '･In case of free surface and thin,layer of sand, .. .

}:,gh, e,S,2. ,ga,S?Z .`hS.,V:l2gMs.i i,k5E.m., lsec tihd int:.Ivais t,; 2.s rpi.fii;'
,,//

,' , (･C) In/c.aslelof,glass -6overed,S'urfa6e･and thiel{･ layer･qf sqpd･.'

    (D) In case of glass covered surf,age and. thi,n 14yer,of.sap/q;.,,.

2' Sigtlli' i//?' I311i' ,. 11Ee,-V;geil,?l;Y,/l,//1, figwllli i':,i.1. fi?,g ,d, ii.,ie:,li; 11G.,?. i,5i:"i' ,i.

  2.th;an.

1/･, .

cmls66.'''

tt
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    The form of contour lines in Fig. 4. are compared and it is concluded that 1)

the movement of sand is most conspicuous in the case (A), where the sand at the

bottom is thick and the surface is left free, which indicates the actual three dimen-

sional state; 2) the movcrrcnt of sand is rcmarkably little in the case (D), where

the sand layer is thin and the surface of water is covered with glass plate, which

indicated the two dimensional state. It seems that the form of the contour 1ines

in the latter case resembles that of equi-gradient line of prEssure more than that

of the equi-velocity line.

    Difference of movement of sand due to the variation of velocity is recognized

only in the quickness of the progress of prccEdure. Though it is not wise to

attempt to draw conclusions from thEse rcsults, the form of the contcur line seEms

invariable. However, as the boundary of turbulcnt arca varies with the variation

of velocity, it will be deformed in the case of larger differences of veleciti6s･

    For the second model breakwater the Fath linEs of the flow are the same as

shown by the conformal reprEsentation since the turbulent area does not appear,

therefore the condition of constant velocity is satisfied. Indeed, the movement of

sand as influenced by this model is very small.

    The form of contour line of sand aftEr a lcng tirre is shown in Fig. 8; the

movement of sand is rccognizEd at the point where the prcssure gradicnt is large,

and not at the point where the velccity is rraximtm, a little (oivsards hcm the

position where the velocity begins to be constant. ･
    As is shown in Fig. 6, the differcnce of Fath lincs in the two cascs whEre the

surface is left free and where it is glass-covered is not rEcognized, but the dimen-

sions of the sand ripples appearing of the end of the breakwater are different

from one another as shovvn in Fig. 7. Ihis is also an evidc:ce to show that the

movem6nt of sand depEnds on the prEssure gradicnt rr;ore than cn the velocity of

the flow.

Fig. 8. The state after `-'hours flowing.
In this case, the sufface of water is

covered with glass plate and the
sand layer is thin. The velocity was

18.5cmlsec.

Fig. 2. A. The path lines of free surface

.
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Fig. 3A. Glass
15 min. after

Covered sutface.

flow begap.

Fig. 3C.

IO min.

 Free surface.

after flow began.

. ..tp.t.     e..t't',tth. .

           (A)

       Fig. 6. The path Iines in

   (A) In case of free surface.

       The velocity is 18.5cm/sec.

      (A)

    Fig.7. These
(A) In case of free

    The velocity is

Fig. 3B. Free surface.

5 min. after flow began.

             Fig.5. A photograph of
             contottr line forrned by the

             movement of the sand. This
             state is the same as Fig. 3A.
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                      (B)

theflowformedbysecondmcdeL ･
  (B) ln case of glass cavered surface.
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18.5crn/seckand the sand layers are
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